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NPD Lead Designer for a global centrifugal compressor
manufacturer, FS-Elliott Co., that is headquartered outside of
Pittsburgh, Pa.



Based out of the Williamsville, NY office.



Over 20 years of compressor design experience (Rotary and
Centrifugal)



Provides lead design services to current New Product
Development (NPD) projects and helps drive current CAD
standards and best practices in the NPD team.



Second time presenting at AU and third time attending AU.



Have been a member of AUGI® (NAAUG) since 2012
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Our Success Story
Impeller Model Background


In the beginning, the impeller model to the right would
take one to two days to model manually



We then progressed to create a master model using
iLogic and spreadsheets.






Currently we have a program that does the following:







New program created 70 impeller models in an hour.
The data had to be consistent, no variations
Wouldn’t work with legacy data (not flexible)
Entire model is created via iLogic
Data doesn’t have to be consistent
Works with any design (flexible)
Creates about 70 impeller models in an hour

Todays Lab is based on a simple fictitious impeller
model example.
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Class summary
Today, we are going to learn how to write a little more advanced
iLogic code that will allow a designer to efficiently automate design
variations of an impeller model.



Embed a spread sheet to assist you in writing iLogic code.
The lab begins with a short lecture discussing the following:







Programming Challenges 1 & 2
After these two challenges we will have a short discussion on:







Reasons to automate your designs
Touch on iLogic basics
Using API, “For Next” loops & “Try-Catch” statements to create user
parameters.

“Do While” loops,
Embedded spread sheets
iLogic forms as a user interface

Programming Challenges 3 & 4
Conclusions
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Key learning objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Explore the reasons to automate designs, via iLogic



Use the API to generate user parameters



Utilize “For Next” & “Do While” loops in iLogic programming to automate the
creation of multiple parameters and parts



Discover the power of using an embedded spread sheet in tandem with
iLogic
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Automating Your Design
“Models”
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Why Does Automating Your Design Matter?
Questions to Ask:







Is the work repetitive?
Will automation save time, so a designer can focus on other tasks?
Is there a need or desire to improve consistency?
Do you want to improve efficiency?
Does the data output need to be provided in a certain manner, every time?
Do you need to create a lot of models in a short amount of time?

If you answered yes to any of the questions above, then using iLogic to automate
your design should be an important facet of your design process.
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iLogic Basics
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iLogic Definition
What is iLogic?


iLogic enables rule driven design that provides a simple way to
capture and reuse your work. It allows the user to standardize and
automate the design process.



iLogic allows you to become a coding expert without having to learn
much actual code
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iLogic Rules
What are iLogic Rules?


A Visual Basic (VB.NET) program
 Monitors and controls Inventor parameters, features, or
components.

Rule Types



Internal Rules: iLogic Rules saved within a document
 Used on one part (local)



External Rules: Saved on your local or network drive.
 Used Globally
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iLogic Code Snippets
What are Snippets?


Shortcuts, for frequently used pieces of code.
 Using snippets allows the user to insert them into your code that you would normally have to
type in manually.
 Using snippets also helps reduce the possibility of errors in your program, due to typographical
errors.



Snippets can be found in the area of the Edit Rule dialog box. This area features two tabs:
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The System tab includes a set of predefined snippets, arranged by category.
The Custom tab allows you to add your own snippets, or create custom copies of System
snippets.

API & “For Next” Loops
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API
What is API?
 API is an interface that allows the user write a program
that will perform the same types of operations that would
normally be able to use when working in inventor
interactively.
 The diagram shown to the right, from the Inventor API
Help site, illustrates the different ways to access
Inventor’s API.
 This lab accesses API using Inventor
 Utilizing API help
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API & Parameter Creation
Some API expressions to create user parameters are as follows:


Write this expression to save typing time in your code, as it is
repeated a lot. Only need to define this once in your code.
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“For Next” Loops & “Try-Catch” Statements


The “For Next” loop iterates through all 29 user parameter scenarios to allow the “TryCatch” statement to check if the user parameter has been created. If it hasn’t been
created the user parameter will be created through the code.



The code will check to see if the 29 user parameters (R1, R2, R3,………R28, R29)
have been created, using the try block.



If an error exists from the Try block (the user parameter doesn’t exist) then the Catch
clause will create the user parameter.
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Programming Challenge #1
The Purpose of this Exercise is to show you how to:




Generate Impeller Shroud Data Point Parameters Using API
and “For Next Loops”
Utilize “Try & Catch” statements to avoid creating a duplicate
parameter
Embed an Excel Document into an Inventor File

“Programing Challenge 1 - PD20790-L.docx” located in:
C:\Datasets\Lab02 San Polo 3403\PD20790-L\Programming
Challenges
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Programming Challenge #1 Code
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Programming Challenge #2
The Purpose of this Exercise is to show you how
to:


Write a simple program to populate Impeller
Shroud Data Point Parameters from an
embedded Excel file, using “For Next
Loops”.

“Programing Challenge 2 - PD20790-L.docx”
located in:
C:\Datasets\Lab02 San Polo 3403\PD20790L\Programming Challenges
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Programming Challenge #2 Code
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“Do While” Loops, Spread
Sheets & Forms
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“Do While Loops”
What is a “Do While Loop”?


The “Do While Loop” provides a way to continue iterating through your code, while one or more
conditions are true.

For Example: A “Do While Loop” can have one or more conditions in its expression. In the below example,
there is one condition that continues iterating while the Variable “X” is from 1 to less than or equal to 5. The
below code will launch a message box stating what the current X value is, as long as the condition of X is
from 1 to less than or equal to 5 is met.



The downside to this type of loop is that it can easily lead to infinite loops.



My suggestion would be to make sure you save your file before executing your rule, or you may end
up killing your session before a save and chance losing a lot of work.
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iLogic and Spread Sheets
Why Use Spread Sheets?








Common practice to store design
data and to use spreadsheets to
calculate outputs.
Data can be read from Excel
Data can be pushed to Excel
Excel can process data by using
various functions within the spread
sheet.
Allows data inputs and outputs to be
entered and read in a consistent
manner.
You can read and input data from
any sheet within the spreadsheet.
Spread Sheet can be internal or
external to the inventor file
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iLogic Forms
Why Use Forms?



Forms are a great tool to make it easier for
the user to work on the Inventor file.
User interface

The form can assist the user in
many ways





Running the rules
Entering data
Pictures can be added to illustrate clarity
to what data needs to be entered and why
Efficiency
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Programming Challenge #3
The Purpose of this Exercise is to show you how to:




Write a program to generate multiple Impellers with different Profile Flow
Cuts and Impeller Diameter cuts.
Use “Do While Loops”
Utilize the embedded Excel file to make the iLogic code simpler, by reading
data from an output table. The outputs are provided based on inputs from
the program into the Excel file.

“Programing Challenge 3 - PD20790-L.docx” located in:
C:\Datasets\Lab02 San Polo 3403\PD20790-L\Programming Challenges
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Programming Challenge #3 Code
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Programming Challenge #4
The Purpose of this Exercise is to show you how to:




Create a User interface to run the program
Use the User interface to visually watch the program run
Create simple code, for fun, to send the user a verbal message to verify if
they want to run the program.

“Programing Challenge 4 - PD20790-L.docx” located in:
C:\Datasets\Lab02 San Polo 3403\PD20790-L\Programming Challenges
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Programming Challenge #4 Code
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Conclusion
There are a number of ways to write code to automate your design
process. I have shown you one of many. Hopefully this has started to
get the thought process churning to think of ways that you can
automate your design process.
Follow these Best Practices, when writing iLogic Code:






Use comments in your code to make it easier to understand what
your code is doing. This will help you and others down the road to
understand how it works.
Don’t overdo it by overcomplicating your rule. Sometimes more
rules are better than putting them all into one.
Consider making your rules so they can be reused in other
projects. Why reinvent the wheel.
When writing code it is always good to be consistent in your
methods.
Did I mention to use comments?
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Conclusion (Con’t)
Autodesk Websites / Forums:
Autodesk Community Forums: https://forums.autodesk.com/
Autodesk Exchange Apps: https://apps.exchange.autodesk.com/en

Inventor Blogs:
From the Trenches with Autodesk Inventor (Curtis Waguespack):
http://inventortrenches.blogspot.com/
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How did I do?


Your class feedback is critical. Fill out a class survey now.



Use the AU mobile app or fill out a class survey online.



Give feedback after each session.



AU speakers will get feedback
in real-time.



Your feedback results in better
classes and a better AU experience.
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Questions?
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